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Abstract  

The paper addresses the issue of scarce availability of linguistic resources for African languages and proposes a systemic solution that 
has a chance to improve the current state of affairs in more than one domain of language technology. We introduce the Open-Content 
Text Corpus, a freely available and transparently built resource that may combine independently maintained individual language 
corpora into parallel subcorpora that can be used, among others, in bilingual lexicography and machine translation. The individual 
language corpora feature multi-layer stand-off architecture and can be added gradually and allow for multiple views of the data as well 
as for comparisons of tools and corpus-linguistic approaches. 

 

1. Introduction 

It is the currently accepted state of affairs in the field of 

Language Resources, especially in under-funded areas, 

such as the area of African linguistics, that data are pro-

duced locally and guarded against dissemination, on the 

understandable premise that one had to go to enormous 

pains sometimes in order to obtain funding, interview 

speakers or gather permissions to use the relevant data 

(and the permissions most often include a non-disclosure 

clause). On the other hand, it is common for researchers to 

shun data produced by others – this is popularly dubbed 

the “not invented here” syndrome, where the motivation, 

if it is rationalized at all, is that the origin of the given 

resource is not obvious and the way it is constructed may 

be in conflict with best practices, as understood by the 

party refusing to accept the data. 

The combination of the two creates a very serious obsta-

cle to an individual researcher, without an institutional 

backing in terms of money and data access – compare the 

research and data-gathering that needed to be done e.g. by 

Minah Nabirye, who conducted eight year long data col-

lecting research in order to produce her Lusoga dictionary 

(Nabirye, 2009) with the amount of data available at hand 

for e.g. a Google or Microsoft researcher. This grudgingly 

but widely accepted state of affairs promotes the creation 

of separate islands of data bound to the individual re-

searcher or the individual institution. This also concerns 

well as what de Schryver (2002) calls Web-for-Corpus 

(which partly concerns Ide and Suderman, 2006, and is 

most prominently featured in the Crúbadán project, cf. 

Scannell, 2007), because due to the data that the corpora 

derived from the Web automatically incorporate, they are 

not free to disseminate, and therefore, although huge and 

with an enormous potential, they remain the closed 

property of their creators (or data distribution centres such 

as the LDC or ELRA) that they can at most make acces-

sible on an individual basis and often with non-disclosure 

constraints.
1
 

We would like to challenge this state of affairs. We have 

been observing the field of Language Resources for some 

time, and we have shared the suffering from the lack of 

free, unlimited access to language data (and, occasionally, 

from the lack of financial resources to obtain paid access). 

One way to address our need for access to a parallel 

corpus of Swahili and Polish would be to build our own, 

and in doing so, to replicate the efforts of others and, in 

the end, create another data island that we could use and 

write about, but that, crucially, we would not be able to 

share. 

We do not want to do that, because that would mean 

perpetuating the access model that we strongly disagree 

with. Instead, we have taken a different approach: to 

create an open resource that will be free for all to access 

and use, and that will have (i) a transparent format that 

properly exposes the data and guarantees their sustain-

ability, (ii) explicit version control that is critical for ob-

jective measurements of research results, (iii) a license 

that will encourage everyone to use it, while at the same 

time preserving information about the authorship, and (iv) 

a potential to evolve beyond the sum of its parts. Enter 

OCTC: the Open-Content Text Corpus. 

The OCTC is hosted by Sourceforge.net – one of the 

world’s largest repositories of open source/open content 

material. Sourceforge provides all feedback-gathering and 

                                                           
1
 Note that while Web-as-Corpus projects (cf. e.g. Kil-

garriff and Grefenstette, 2003) are seemingly free of these 

considerations, they have other shortcomings, as De 

Schryver (2009) points out: the inherent instability of the 

Web makes it suitable for only a fraction of the purposes 

that corpora are used for. In the context of African lan-

guages, Web-as-Corpus has even more limited applica-

bility. 
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community-forming facilities (forums, bug/idea/patch 

trackers, mailing lists), a version-control system together 

with a web front-end,
2
 and a distribution mechanism. 

In section 2, we look at the general architecture of the 

OCTC and point out its advantages over a plain-text sin-

gle-language approach. We use fragments of the Swahili 

subcorpus to illustrate the overview. In section 3, we place 

the OCTC in the context of African languages. Section 4 

discusses the potential uses of the corpus as a nexus for 

research and community-building, and section 5 con-

cludes the paper. 

 

2. OCTC: general architecture 

The corpus has a transparent, multi-layer stand-off  ar-

chitecture, whereby annotations are held separately from 

the data stream (see 2.1 below) – that makes it easy to 

manipulate, extend, and use for various purposes. It is 

encoded in XML, according to the Guidelines of the Text 

Encoding Initiative – a de facto standard for corpus en-

coding.
3
 The general architecture follows the principles 

adopted by the National Corpus of Polish (NCP, cf. 

Przepiórkowski and Bański, 2009), because they have 

already been tested in practice and because such a move 

will make it easy to adopt the open-source tools devel-

oped by the NCP: Anotatornia – the hand-annotation tool 

(Przepiórkowski and Murzynowski, 2009), and Poliqarp – 

the query engine that can efficiently handle multi-layer 

corpora (Janus and Przepiórkowski, 2007).  

The OCTC has a monolingual part and a parallel part. 

They are discussed in the two subsections below. The 

third subsection looks at the finer divisions within the two 

parts and the structuring of meta-information. 

2.1. Monolingual part 

Each text in the corpus is placed in a separate directory, 

together with, minimally, the header that describes it and a 

catalog.xml file that provides the locations of the crucial 

parts of corpus infrastructure (RelaxNG schemas, and the 

higher-level headers). This is shown below. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
2
 Despite appearances, version control, together with a 

milestone/tagging mechanism is crucial for dynamic 
corpora if we want to maintain that corpus linguistics is an 
empirical science where experiments are reproducible. 
Without versioning, an experiment performed today may 
easily not yield the same results a year from now, due e.g. 
to the corpus size changing in the meantime. We are 
grateful for this observation to Henry S. Thompson (p.c.). 
Not that this issue is also relevant to de Schryver’s (2009) 
criticism of Web-as-Corpus approaches. 
3
 See http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/ for an in-

complete  list of encoding projects using the TEI and e.g. 
http://www.tractor.bham.ac.uk/tractor/catalogue.html for 
a list of Language Resources containing numerous ap-
plications of the TEI. 

(1) Contents of leaf directories of the monolingual part  

of the OCTC 

catalog.xml – cross-corpus navigation 

header.xml – metadata, changelog, etc. 

text.xml – source text with structural markup 

(morph.xml, etc.) – stand-off annotation file(s) 

 

The file text.xml contains the source text with the struc-

tural encoding of the most general kind: the identification 

of chapters, sections and paragraphs. Only the “narrative” 

text content gets included, most lists and all graphics, 

tables and the like are removed. The content of title pages 

is placed in the header.xml that accompanies the text. The 

header provides the metadata: it states the authorship 

information, specifies any special techniques used in the 

process of “up-translation”, i.e. converting the text to the 

OCTC format, lists the changes that the files in the given 

directory have undergone, and classifies the text accord-

ing to various criteria (e.g. the genre, licensing of the 

original, subcorpus membership). The header is included 

by text.xml and other, optional files that contain stand-off 

annotation information (e.g., the morph.xml file can 

contain morphosyntactic information output by a tagger). 

The stand-off architecture of the corpus is modelled on 

that of the National Corpus of Polish and involves a hi-

erarchy of linguistic levels, beginning with the level of 

text segments that the other corpus files may refer to (e.g., 

the morph.xml file can specify morphosyntactic informa-

tion for each text token in the source, and the syntax.xml 

file can gather the morphosyntactic pieces into syntactic 

chunks). The crucial notion here is that of reference to the 

source text, which is realised by @corresp attributes, as 

shown below, where the <seg/> element identifies the first 

token in the element identified as “swh_par_1”; the token 

begins at index 0 and contains five characters.
4
 

(2) 

<seg xml:id="seg_1" type="token" 

corresp="text.xml#string-range(swh_par_1,0,5)"/> 

 

The annotation hierarchy in a single leaf directory is 

planned to look schematically as follows: 

 

(3)  source text (with structural markup) 

 

  segmentation information 

 

  morphosyntactic information 

 

  etc. (syntactic/semantic annotation) 

 

Note that this kind of setup makes it possible to have more 

than one file with e.g. morphosyntactic information (us-

ing different tagsets or different taggers), pointing at the 

same file with segmentation information. This is the 

                                                           
4
 Other mechanisms of expressing correspondence across 

levels exist in the TEI. The syntax of the string-range() 
XPointer scheme is described in ch. 16 of the TEI 
Guidelines (TEI Consortium, 2009). 
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well-known advantage of stand-off annotation (see e.g. 

Ide and Suderman, 2006; Ide and Romary, 2007), where 

possibly conflicting or overlapping annotations are kept 

in separate files and thus provide different views of the 

annotated data, and can even be compared among them-

selves.  

2.2. Parallel part 

Parallel subcorpora are kept in a separate corpus directory 

and conform to a separate TEI schema. They contain 

<linkGrp> elements providing alignment information at 

various levels of granularity. Currently, in the demon-

stration Polish-Swahili aligned subcorpus, the lowest 

alignment level is that of paragraph-sized chunks, but as 

De Pauw et al. (2009) demonstrate on the basis of the 

SAWA corpus, going below this level is a feasible task. 

Below, we provide a modified fragment of a Pol-

ish-Swahili alignment file. 

(4) Fragments of an alignment document 

 a. Gross alignment with <link> elements 

<linkGrp type="texts"> 

 <link targets="pol/UDHR/text.xml#text_body  

            swh/UDHR/text.xml#text_body"/> 

</linkGrp> 

<linkGrp type="divs"> 

 <link 

 targets="pol/UDHR/text.xml#pol_txt_3-div  

        swh/UDHR/text.xml#swh_txt_3-div"/> 

 <link  

  targets="pol/UDHR/text.xml#pol_txt_4-div  

        swh/UDHR/text.xml#swh_txt_4-div"/> 

 </linkGrp> 

 b. Lower-level alignment with typed <ptr> elements 

<linkGrp type="para"> 

 <ptr 

  target="pol/UDHR/text.xml#swh_txt_4.2-p" 

  type="pol" xml:lang="pl"/> 

 <ptr  

  target="swh/UDHR/text.xml#swh_txt_4.2-p" 

  type="swh" xml:lang="sw"/> 

</linkGrp> 

As can be seen in (4b), the pointers are typed with the 

appropriate ISO code. This is because there may be more 

than one <ptr> element for a particular language, in case 

of one-to-many alignment relationships. Unaligned 

chunks of text may also be indicated in a similar manner, 

in order to maintain the text flow for visualization pur-

poses. 

Note that it is possible for the linkGrp elements to hold 

pointers to more than two monolingual subcorpora, and 

thus it is possible to create alignment files that put to-

gether translations from more than two languages at once. 

The aligned part of the OCTC is what we mean by saying 

that the corpus may become more than a sum of its parts – 

this is how monolingual texts can participate in the crea-

tion of bi- or multi-lingual derived resources. 

2.3. Subcorpora and headers 

The OCTC is subdivided along many dimensions. As 

mentioned above, the primary division is into the mono-

lingual and the parallel part. Within the monolingual part, 

each language subcorpus is in a directory of its own, 

identified by an ISO 639-3 code (hence we talk about 

“OCTC-swh” to refer to the Swahili subcorpus). Within 

the bilingual part, the particular subcorpora are also di-

vided on a per-directory basis, according to ISO codes 

arranged alphabetically, hence “pol-swh” is the directory 

name for the parallel Polish-Swahili corpus. Each of such 

subcorpora (we call them primary subcorpora) is ex-

pected to have a separate subcorpus header, gathering all 

the relevant meta-information. 

However, a text’s membership in a subcorpus is not al-

ways a biunique relationship: any Swahili text is part of 

OCTC-swh, but on top of that, a Swahili text of the Uni-

versal Declaration of Human Rights is part of the (sec-

ondary) subcorpus of UDHR texts, and may also become 

part of other secondary subcorpora, for example a sub-

corpus of legal texts. In such cases, rather than using the 

tree-like file-directory structure or XML architecture, we 

delegate the task of identifying membership in a secon-

dary subcorpus to the text itself, or more precisely, to its 

header. 

Recall that each corpus file (whether containing the 

source text or its annotation) includes the local header, 

which records all the modifications and properties of the 

given text. This is the place where information about the 

text’s membership in subcorpora is indicated. The main 

corpus header, on the other hand, contains the taxonomy 

of subcorpora. The local headers are only permitted to use 

the values defined in the main header. This is illustrated 

below. 

(5)  Subcorpus taxonomy 

a. Fragment of the main corpus header 

<classDecl> 

 <taxonomy xml:id="OCTC-subcorpora"> 

  <category xml:id="subc_UDHR"  

   corresp="#subc_UDHR-description"> 

    <catDesc>Subcorpus of Universal  

Declaration of Human Rights translations 

(…)</catDesc> 

  </category> 

    (other taxonomy definitions follow) 

b. Fragment of a local header 

<profileDesc> 

 <textClass> 

  <catRef scheme="#OCTC-subcorpora"  

target="#subc_UDHR"/> 

  <catRef scheme="#OCTC-text_types"  

target="#ttyp_legal-official  

#ttyp_net_non-interactive"/> 

  </textClass> 

 </profileDesc> 

 

We have mentioned three header types: (i) the local 
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header, (ii) the (primary) subcorpus header, and (iii) the 

main corpus header. In fact, each text is expected to in-

corporate all three, and thus three levels of information: (i) 

local information concerning the text and its annotations, 

(ii)  information concerning the maintenance of the given 

primary subcorpus, and (iii) information concerning the 

entire corpus (licensing, major changes, administrative 

contacts, definitions of the taxonomy of texts and sub-

corpora). Each header is included by means of the XIn-

clude mechanism, and the non-local headers are located 

thanks to the catalog.xml files, implementing the OASIS 

XML Catalogs standard (Walsh, 2005). 

 

3. The corpus seeds 

The first material committed to the OCTC repository were 

translations of the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights (henceforth UDHR), sometimes accompanied by 

introductory text (uniformly marked with the attribute 

@n=”intro”). These texts form the seeds for numerous 

subcorpora of individual languages. The reason was 

partly symbolic and partly practical: we used the text 

addressing the right to, and the need for, individual free-

dom, in an enterprise that is meant to address the painful 

lack of freedom as far as language data and linguistic 

resources are concerned. Additionally, such little pieces of 

texts were ideal seeds for the individual language sub-

corpora, but also for parallel subcorpora. 

Our selection of the texts to be included was partly sub-

jective: we concentrated on Sub-Saharan African lan-

guages and transduced most of those texts which had 

HTML versions with Unicode fonts. We have then added 

texts for major languages of the world (again, those with 

HTML versions of the UDHR), because these are likely to 

form one pole of bilingual studies and MT tasks involving 

African languages. Finally, we added Polish, because we 

need it for Polish-Swahili alignment, and some other 

Slavic languages.
5
 

We have planted corpus seeds for, among others, Bambara, 

Ewe, Hausa, Igbo, Northern Sotho, Shona, Somali, Swati, 

Southern Sotho, Tonga, Tswana, Wolof, Xhosa, Yoruba, 

and Zulu (and we slowly proceed with others, to present 

as many of them as possible to the AfLaT community). 

This means that researchers in the above-mentioned lan-

guages can submit further directories with open-content 

texts, according to the examples that already exist. For 

others, the procedure is minimally more complicated, as 

the subcorpus for the given language has to be created 

first. We are going to delegate the maintenance of primary 

subcorpora to researchers interested in extending the 

resources for their languages. All the project facilities that 

exist for the OCTC in general can be delegated to the 

particular subprojects as well – it is possible to have 

mailing lists or sections of the bulletin board devoted to a 

                                                           
5
 We encourage further submission of the text of the 

Declaration, both to the OCTC and the OHCHR. This also 
concerns texts which have no HTML representation in 
OHCHR and would require retyping or transduction into 
Unicode. 

particular subproject and administered by that project’s 

maintainers. 

Because our interests focus on Swahili, we have already 

prepared additional free texts beyond the UDHR, and are 

actively looking for others to include in OCTC-swh. It is 

worth mentioning that non-free texts may also be con-

sidered for inclusion in the OCTC, if their chapters or 

sections are sampled for individual paragraphs or sen-

tences, in order to preserve the linguistic content but at the 

same time ensure e.g. commercial publishers that their 

financial interests are not at risk. 

 

4. OCTC’s potential for research and com-
munity building 

Potential data islands among parallel corpus projects 

targeting African languages are relatively easy to find and 

we refer to just two: De Schryver (2002) mentions a par-

allel Web-derived corpus for 11 official languages of 

South Africa, Chiarcos et al. (2009) mention a corpus of 

25 African languages. Such and similar efforts might, at 

least partially (given copyright restrictions on texts) be 

conducted in the context of the OCTC. 

On the other hand, what may be called predecessors of the 

OCTC have also appeared: Scannell (2007) reports on the 

Crúbadán project, partly community-driven and contain-

ing resources for ca. 300 languages (unfortunately, the 

legal status of some of the texts downloaded from the Web 

does not allow them to be distributed under a fully open 

license, though we acknowledge Kevin Scannell’s efforts 

towards making linguistic data maximally available for 

research. The Crúbadán community also demonstrates our 

point about willingness to share data and work towards 

common good for free, given an established framework. 

Tyers and Salperen (forthcoming) report on SETIMES, a 

free, open-content parallel corpus of 8 Balkan languages. 

While the data in the American National Corpus are not 

open, it is worth mentioning the ANC’s sub-initiative 

called Open Linguistic Infrastructure, grouping free an-

notations of the ANC’s data, supplied by a wide commu-

nity of researchers (cf. Ide and Suderman, 2006). 

Apart from data, we hope that the OCTC will create en-

vironment conducive towards producing or customizing 

tools that can be used for tagging, visualization or que-

rying multiple languages. Again, some such tools have 

already been reported on, e.g. the data-driven, lan-

guage-independent methods for diacritic-restoration, 

lemmatisation or POS-tagging reported on by De Pauw 

and De Schryver (2009). The National Corpus of Polish, 

while itself a closed resource, makes sure to release all its 

tools under open-source licenses. These tools – the robust 

query engine Poliquarp (Janus and Przepiórkowski, 2007) 

or manual annotation environment Anotatornia (Prze-

piórkowski and Murzynowski, forthcoming) only need 

fine-tuning to work for the OCTC, whose architecture 

resembles that of the NCP. Note that the single TEI XML 

schema requires a single converted to e.g. the PAULA 

format with its associated tools (see e.g.  Chiarcos et al., 

2009). 
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 Above, we have mentioned the possibility to use multiple 

annotations of the same kind, e.g. POS-tagging output by 

different taggers, addressing a single body of primary data, 

i.e. the data in text.xml documents. This and other exam-

ples show the need not so much for unifying grammatical 

descriptions as for establishing references to common 

data categories, such as those created in the GOLD on-

tology (http://linguistics-ontology.org/, cf. (Farrar and 

Langendoen, 2003)) or ISOCat (http://www.isocat.org/, cf. 

(Kemps-Snijders et al., 2008)). The fact that OCTC tools 

should best be applicable across language subcorpora 

might increase the incentive to work on such standardi-

zation issues. 

What we cannot stress enough is that such a project cre-

ates a potential for minimizing the number of data islands 

– it can host many diverse subprojects and many 

sub-communities. It is also worth mentioning that such an 

environment may play a role in community-building, 

creating a platform for information exchange and 

co-operation among researchers. 

 

5. Conclusion 

It is hard to begin a project from scratch – it is much easier 

to add to something that already has a foundation. We 

have built such a foundation, with seeds for many lan-

guages already planted, in the form of the texts of the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights. We are con-

vinced that it will be easier for individual researchers to 

donate even single texts, encoded in simple XML and 

structured on the example of the existing ones. All texts 

will be uniformly indexed, and some of them, e.g. trans-

lations of the same basic text, will be able to become part 

of the parallel corpus simply by virtue of being part of the 

monolingual subcorpus of the OCTC. Recall that besides 

being seeds for monolingual languages, the texts of the 

UDHR are at the same time seeds for the possible parallel 

corpora. 

Being licensed under the Lesser GNU Public License 

means that the corpus can be used as part of other corpora, 

including closed-content resources. Naturally, these re-

sources will have to acknowledge the use of the OCTC, 

but will not be exposed to the so-called viral nature of 

some open-source licenses, such as the GNU Public Li-

cense or the Creative Commons ShareAlike licenses. This 

is intentional, because we do not want to alienate re-

searchers or institutions that have been creating their own 

corpora, which are not able to be distributed for various 

reasons. Quite on the contrary: we are hopeful that in 

exchange for texts gathered by, or donated to, the OCTC, 

the maintainers of closed-content corpora will consider 

giving back texts that they can afford to give: either pub-

lic-domain texts or texts available on non-viral licenses 

(e.g. Creative Commons Attribution), or possibly sampled 

and reshuffled versions of their non-free texts. The only 

reflex that such an institution will have to suppress is the 

“it’s mine and you can’t have it” reflex, hopefully not very 

strong.
6
 

At the beginning, we have referred to two situations 

hampering research and causing the emergence of data 

islands: the abundance of situations responsible for aver-

sion to share data or not being allowed to do it, as well as 

the “Not-Invented-Here” syndrome. The OCTC has a 

chance to be a solution to both: those who need data can 

get it for free (and hopefully will give something back), 

and those who are not sure of the data origins will be able 

to see its history and adjust their measurements accord-

ingly. 

This is an experiment and we are hopeful that the African 

Linguistic community, realising that in many cases it is 

data islands that hamper the progress of research, espe-

cially research on “non-commercial” languages, will join 

us in expanding the OCTC. It is worth bearing in mind 

that data exchange does not hurt because it is precisely 

exchange: as a reward for donating one’s data, one gets 

more data to operate on. While a researcher may contrib-

ute her data to one subcorpus, she may decide to use tools 

used by another subcorpus project, already tuned to the 

OCTC data format. 
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